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Abstract

To stretch existing 300 mm technology, but in particular to enable future generations,

moving mass in semiconductor equipment has to be reduced significantly. Although a

potential transfer to large substrates is still unsure, it is important to assess

productivity improvement options for both generations. Effective control of non-rigid

body behaviour in substrate stages through over-actuation and over-sensing is

amongst the main mechatronic research topics to be studied. This paper will elaborate

on key-challenges in this area.

1 Semiconductor roadmap

Lithography is amongst the critical steps in IC-fabrication. In current wafer scanners,

stages move simultaneously to expose a pattern on the reticle in photo resist on the

wafer. Increasing demands on resolution and cost per function in the lithography

equipment require continuous enhancements on both overlay and productivity.

Figure 1: TWINSCAN NXT1950i: state-of-the art immersion tool and dual

substrate stage introduced in 2009.

In parallel with improvements on productivity over time, stage positioning

performance in the nanometer range was obtained in the early nineties in particular

through the introduction of a hybrid stage concept (long stroke stage carrying short

stroke stage) and an isolated machine architecture [1]. In the same timeframe, the
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dual stage concept as shown in Figure 1 for the state-of-the art TWINSCAN

NXT1950i: system was introduced to maximize throughput and measurement time

simultaneously [2].

2 Productivity enhancement by mass reduction

In Figure 2, a schematic representation of a state-of-the art substrate stage is shown.

For the short stroke stage that carries the substrate, sub-nm motion performance is

obtained through 6 degree of freedom (DoF) actuation and metrology. Due to

optimisation of actuator efficiency and rigid body motion control, historically moving

mass in stages could be kept fairly constant over time. Analyses on throughput

improvement options, however, show that this trend will no longer hold, primarily

due to electromagnetic and power amplifier limitations. To meet future productivity

and overlay requirements, moving mass has to be reduced significantly. This will be

required to stretch existing 300 mm technology, but in particular to enable future 450

mm generations. Although a potential transfer is still unsure and wafer generation

targets remain unchanged by the International Roadmap Committee, is it considered

important to assess standards and productivity improvement options for both

generations [3]. For the 450 mm generation, stages and overlay systems development

are among the key-issues for the 32 nm node and beyond.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a state-of-the art rigid body wafer stage using 6

DoF actuation and metrology.

Productivity improvement by moving mass reduction, particularly in combination

with a potential transfer to large substrates brings a new aspect to stage positioning,
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viz. effective actuation and control of highly flexible structures or non-rigid bodies

(NRBs) by using more actuators and sensors than rigid-body mode shapes.

3 Positioning performance improvement by non-rigid body control

Figure 3, schematically shows a potential future-generation system, using over-

actuation and over-sensing for substrate positioning. Despite lower eigenfrequencies

in mechanics (even in advanced materials) higher control bandwidth will be required

to meet enhanced positioning performance targets. Lightweight stages intrinsically

have higher sensitivity for external disturbances due to lower mass and lower internal

stiffness. Classical design rules for servo control no longer hold and application of

advanced control strategies like multi-input multi-output (MIMO) and linear

parameter varying (LPV) control will become inevitable, along with new optimisation

criteria for the spatial arrangement of actuators and sensors.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of a next-generation non-rigid body substrate

stage using over-actuation and over-sensing.

From a dynamics point-of-view, this amounts to placing actuators and sensors in such

a way that some of the relevant modes can be actively controlled (i.e. are both

controllable and observable), while other modes are eliminated from the transfer

function (i.e. are either uncontrollable or unobservable or both) such that these modes

are no longer bandwidth limiting. Since multiple actuators are foreseen, the actuator

efficiency (specific steepness) becomes predominantly important. The use of

ferromagnetic materials is highly advantageous to enhance magnetic flux in actuators.

The penalty, however, is a significant amount of non-linearities by negative stiffness,

eddy currents, hysteresis and saturation, in combination with cross talk in orthogonal
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directions. Application of transient models will be studied in addition to using

advanced electromagnetic models to meet tight predictability requirements. Finally,

despite focus on high force density and minimal power dissipation in actuators,

transient thermal effects need to be modelled and compensated in real-time to meet

next-generation overlay targets.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, productivity improvement options for next-generation semiconductor

equipment are discussed, viz. the application of light-weight systems and transfer to

the large substrates. Since stages and overlay systems development are among the

key-issues for the 32 nm node and beyond, the control of intrinsic NRB behaviour

through over-actuation and over-sensing has been identified as an important research

area for the upcoming years. Focus is on the interaction between electromagnetic

actuation and dynamic optimization of NRB structures, the related vibration and

motion control strategies and methodologies for transient thermal control.
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